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INTRODUCTION

DISCUSSIONS

Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is one of the most significant reactions for the
electrochemical energy applications.[1] On one hand, for the proton exchange
membrane cells the ORR must proceed via a 4e- pathway. On the other hand,
sustainable generation of H2O2 would require 2e- transformation to be prevalent.
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Thus, it would be very attractive to control ORR selectivity of a cheap and active
catalyst without resorting to a lengthy synthetic procedure. Co porphyrins are
extremely active in ORR; however, the reaction usually proceeds via 2epathway.[1] Herein, we demonstrate that the selectivity of ORR driven by Co
tetraphenylporphyrin (CoTPP) could be controlled via adjustment of the
immobilization method. The insightful mechanistic understanding of electron
migration was achieved using variable frequency square wave voltammetry (VFSWV) recently developed in our group.[4]
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Figure 4. Interpretation of VF-SWV mapping for (a) covalently and (b)
noncovalently immobilised CoTPP.[4]

Covalent grafting forms a multimolecular layer of cross-linked CoTPP units
which facilitates outbound propagation of electrons (Figure 4).

METHODS
Covalent immobilisation was performed using a 10-min long potentiostatic
electroreduction of porphyrin diazonium salt (CoTPP-cov/10, Figure 1). [2, 3]
Noncovalent counterpart CoTPP-noncov was prepared via drop-casting.
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Enhanced charge delivery significantly alters kinetics of ORR (Figure 5a) and
improves the selectivity to H2O formation from 0 to 55 % (Figure 5b).[5]

ORR activity on both electrodes was studied using CV and LSV. The selectivity
was assessed using Koutecky-Levich analysis. Charge migration was assessed
using VF-SWV (operational principle is shown in Figure 2). [4]
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Figure 5. (a) Tafel analysis and (b) formal electron transfer numbers (ETNs)
observed during ORR on CoTPP-cov/10 and CoTPP-noncov.

Figure 1. Covalent immobilisation of CoTPP on the surface of carbon cloth.
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Figure 2. Operational principle and workflow of VF-SWV.

RESULTS
VF-SWV mapping of CoIII/CoII couple provides direct imaging of the electron
migration kinetics for a molecular electrocatalyst (Figure 3). CoTPP-cov/10
shows a distinctive splitting of the CoIII/CoII redox response into fast (main peak)
and slow (tailing signal) transformations while CoTPP-noncov contains slow
component only.
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Figure 6. Molecular mechanism of ORR on CoTPP. The probability of the
multielectron reaction events is strongly coupled with the charge transfer rate.
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Figure 3. VF-SWV mapping of (a) covalently and (b) noncovalently immobilised
CoTPP. Electrolyte: 0.1 M KOH. Frequency range 1-1000 Hz, amplitude 25 mV.
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ORR selectivity of CoTPP could be effectively controlled via variation of the
immobilisation method. Higher electron transfer rates lead to higher contribution
of 4e- pathway.
Mechanistically, the enhanced charge delivery stems from the formation of a
cross-linked conductive structure within the active layer of the complex.
The molecular catalysts cannot be viewed as a collection of isolated active sites
and the properties of the macromolecular structure must be considered.
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